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ABSTRACT 

The proliferation of minicomputers and the seductive nature of belief 
in hardware solutions to a complex problem, has led the authors to sug- 
gest the creating of a new computing laboratory (KCL).  The laboratory 
would permit clients to seek help in the system design aspects of their 
problem and to test  the proposed hardware /software /systems solution 
on a RCL workbench. The importance of a entrepreneurial management 
style for the enterprise is stressed. 
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How o f ~ e n  have you heard the a certain company, government 

agency, or university researcher making the mistake of ordering a com- 

pu te r  without really understanding how- t o  use it or exactly where it vrill 

be  used in the enterprise? It is obvious that  computing manufacturers 

and  their aggressive sales force are paid to sell hardware. They are  not 

equipped to do an  objective evaluation of what is really needed by the 

purchasing client. On the other hand the buyers are often so aggressive 

in  their desire for hardware that salesman have no other choice but to 

sell. Often, perhaps more often than we would care  to admit, hardware is 

bought but  due to many difficulties not used adequately. Computer con- 

sultants  are often well suited for tradiiional system design b ~ t  are gen- 

e r d l y  not situzted to offer their client an i~npor tan t  and an essential ser- 

vice, namely, a reasonable har?d;-or. hardware/s~ft .vare/systems test  

opportunitv. lrisits to vender shop or to a computer manufacturers' 



home offices are valuable but rarely leave enough time for thorough test- 

ing. What is perhaps more important, is that most information systems 

development in today's world is incremental. Hardware and software 

explode and magnify the original problems and the need to reconfigure 

the problem, the hardware and the software is the rule not the exception. 

This article suggests that  organizations, communities, t rade  organiza- 

tions and states should consider establishing a new computing laboratory 

designed to evaluate and test  hardware, software, and systems combina- 

tions for the clientele they serve. 

What would this new computing test  laboratory look like? Like some 

of the electronic laboratories of the recent  past  it would be composed of 

workbenches--but now micro-electronic computing workbenches (KCW) 

designed for not just testing small electronic parts  but for evaluating and 

testing hardware black boxes, software and operating systems in combi- 

nation. Like other s h ~ r e d  facilities each workbench would have to be 

scheduled for use in advance. This would also be necessary so that the 

workbench would be appropriately configured. Some of the workbenches 

could be supplied by computing manufacturers and would permit easy 

connecting and disconnecting of that  manufacturers peripheral devices. 

It would often be necessary to permit the workbench to be connected to 

some source of larger computing power. Most KCWs would permit m~xing 

manufacturers' equiprnents. Thus an  environment would be provided to 

test  manufacturer A's computer with manufacturer B's disk drive. S3me 

would be basic workbenches. These wouid build the computer ar.d peri- 

pheral devices out of elerr-ectary phrt-. in a pilot plant fashion. The 

number and types of hardware c:onfigur.i~tions for woi-kbenches viould only 



be limited by the inventory and the associated interface equipment. So 

far we have concentrated on the hardware aspects of these workbenches. 

All workbenches in the new computing laboratory would be designed 

t o  t e s t  system feasibility. In other words, workbenches would also 

involve many levels of software, interdisciplinary teams of workers, and 

other technology necessary to  tes t  a complete system design concept. In 

addition to being equipped with the hardware/software/systems com- 

ponents, a careful management scheme must be established to ensure 

tha t  the laboratory environment is friendly, encouraging and critical. A 

reasonable systems evaluation and tests procedures are not in the gen- 

eral ken of the clients who will use the YC1i'i. They orten need to learn 

these concepts whlle they are  testirq their proposed systems. 

Let us go through one examp1.e of a working systems test .  The client 

usually should have systems analysts' assistance to define his problem. 

This s t ep  is key and can be very involved. A t  this point, we wili assume it 

is done and reasonably well done. In collaboration lnth consultants, a 

hardware environment can be chosen to address the defined problem. 

This, perhaps, is the most slmple of all his problems, but usually the only 

one solved by the  sales force of the manufacturers. Now the software 

problem can be discussed. Is canned softb-are available to  support the  

client in hls chosen environment? How far will it go in helpiw solve the 

client's criginal problem? I f  no canned software is ava~lable, how difficult 

will i t  be to program the system in question? Can the c l i e ~ t  do the pro- 

gramming himself? In the light of the added software frame of reference, 

the user may now desire a change in the hardware and repeat this sub- 

phrase of the design proc-ess before flnally being nss~gned to a 



workbench 

In a college or university environment the  client of the new comput- 

ing laboratory might be a faculty member interested in testing a new 

approach to  augment their instructional work in class o r  it may be a 

researcher interested in exploring and interacting with a large commer- 

cial data base in a minicomputer environment. In a government environ- 

ment the client might be an administrator asking to have h s  office sys- 

tem simulated so that  he might compare t en  various manufacturers' 

approaches. A small businessman may need help in seeing if a specific 

minicomputer can really solve his perceived problem. 

As we said earlier, the laboratory staff would, of course, have to 

develop the skills necessary to elicit a proper system description from 

the project sponsor so that the proper problem is being addressed. It 

may, of course, turn out that  no hardware is needed to solve the problem 

that  is presented. Assuming that  a problem is well defined, the labora- 

tory staff may have to spend considerable time and money configuring 

the workbench. They may have to order software, develop a test data 

base, design simulation routines, e tc .  The aim, of course, is to provide an 

experimental environment that  would permit the client to see and touch 

and feel the  system being proposed to solve the original problem. As the 

laboratory evolved, the cost of configuration should gradually decrease. 

In the course of testing, iterations, modifications and new ideas will 

obviously surface and redefine the environment. This would require 

reconfiguring, rescheduling and possibly a restatement of the  probleni. 



Let us assume that  a t  some point in time a configuration results 

which leads the client to believe that  the project has enough potential 

tha t  it is time for a cost benefit analysis. (Thls is not t o  say tha t  some 

back of the envelope calculations would not have been made earlier.) 

Here is where creative management can play an important support- 

ing role? Whose costs and what benefits does the client wish to include? 

University faculty members, government administrators, and the general 

user  population can  be incredibly naive in computirg the total time and 

total costs to  build or configure a working system. I t  is often said tha t  

"hardware is the least important pa r t  of the problem." In costing sys- 

t ems  it is not unheard of to find a five thousand (pound, dollar, mark) 

unit computer (terminal, software package, databese) requiring a forty 

thousand unit total investment. The benefit side of the problem can be 

even more complicated. The benefits need to be calculated as a function 

of the projected use of the system. Is it a work-of-art having a single use 

by a single user (for one class or one groups of students or one evalua- 

tion)? On the other end of the scale it is important to ask the question "Is 

there a mass production possibility for the system?". I f  a system is 

thoughtfully designed it is possible that  the system will be used many 

times over, in many situations and thus have the total costs amortized 

over many projects. In other words, someone should ask the question, 

"Will the finished system have commercial possibilitie~?". The general 

client of the laboratory (and most computer people as well) are not 

prepared to make this calculation. In another article one of the  authors 

postulates the existence cf an Inteilt!ctual Property Manager who is 

trained to  aid in these type 3 f  decisions (Costello 1981). 1n any event, 



staff would be needed to help in these calculations. 

What would it  take to make a laboratory like this work? 

In addition to a superb staff, the laboratory would of course need to 

have a comprehensive library of hardware and software manuals (all kept 

up-to-date), a large software library, a reasonably sized terminal, mini- 

computer, microprocessor inventory, easy and efficient connections to 

large computers (for  those systems requiring such a connection), a supe- 

rior maintenance staff, spare parts ,  and so on. 

The managerial style of running such a laboratory might be 

described as benevolent/entrepreneurial. This is a new business concept. 

Not only are the technologies involved varied and conflicting but the 

accounting techniques, marketing techniques and planning techniques 

needed to insure success are  very diverse and experimental. The labora- 

tory should clearly not be tied to any one manufacturer. The staff should 

be astute enough to recognize opportunity and wise enough to estimate 

t rue  total costs. In addition, a critical "make it fail" attitude is necessary 

so that  premature commitments to heavy investments a re  not rr,ade. 

The laboratory should be designed to produce a profit. Much of the  

profit. should in some why be returned to the staff. New equipment, costly 

staff training and advanced faciiity hzve to be carefully balanced agair.st 

personal reward for exceptional idec~r and performance. The ability to 

access technological risk, j1ldicious:y participate it- certain situations and 

to share in the profi! and loss requires a management technique and staff 

attitude that  is usually more corn-non among f!edgling man~factqxing 

plants than in coinputing laboratories. Developing ~mderstatzding and 



skill in managing intellectual property and the individual and organiza- 

tional rights in these properties is a key factor in the success for manage- 

ment of such a laboratory. (Costello : 98i) 

One result of the establishment of such a laboratory would be an 

improvement in the social and economic environment available to poten- 

tial computer clients who realize the  illusive nature of the ingredients 

necessary to develop successful hardware/software systems. A secon- 

dary result of such an environment would be a better understanding of a 

proactive management style. All in all i t  is our claim that  t h s  new com- 

puting laboratory would increase the probability and lower the  cost for 

successfully implementing computer systems designed to  solve r e d  prob- 

lems. 
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